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Mark Adamo: Little Women 
 

A course for Opera America’s distance learning program 
 
Close-Up: Little Women 
A four-part course exploring the historical, cultural, dramatic, and musical issues that 
converge in this new American opera.     
 
Part I: Correcting the Truth  

Explores the unstable mixture of autobiography and revisionism that went into 
Louisa May Alcott's reforging of her own charged family history into an 
indispensable work of American literature.  
  

Part II: Script from Manuscript: Acting Little Women  
Uses the scripts and screenplays of other versions of Little Women to define, and 
argue, the cultural problems of adaptation.  

 
Part III: Text and Violins: Putting It Together  

Compares Aristotelian-dramatic and German-symphonic models of structure, and 
explores how the composer-librettist combined them with mid-century Russian-
American acting technique to "pre-compose" both play and music.    

 
Part IV: Four Sisters in Two Acts: Analyzing the Score  

Synthesizes the foregoing three essays into a minutely-detailed examination of the 
opera's libretto and music. 

 
Curriculum 
 

Little Women Mark Adamo (1998) CD-complete opera, Ondine (ODE 988-2D) 
Little Women Mark Adamo (1998) vocal score:  

G. Schirmer/Hal Leonard, HL50483808 
 

Little Women (1868) Louisa May Alcott (Penguin) 
Louisa May Alcott: A Biography (1950) by Madeleine B. Stern (Random House) 

 
Little Women (1934) videotape: Dir. George Cukor: With Katharine Hepburn, &c. 
Little Women (1951) videotape: Dir. George Cukor: With June Allyson, &c. 
Little Women (1994) videotape: Dir. Gillian Lynne.  With Winona Ryder, &c. 
 
Respect for Acting Uta Hagen (Wiley & Sons) 
Sondheim and Company Craig Zadan (Harper & Row) 
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Close-Up: Little Women 
Opera America’s four-part online course on the new American opera and the book that sparked it, written 
by the opera’s composer-librettist MARK ADAMO. 
 
Curriculum 
 
Little Women (1868) Louisa May Alcott (Penguin) 
Louisa May Alcott: A Biography (1950) by Madeleine B. Stern (Random House) 
Little Women Mark Adamo (1998) CD-complete opera, Ondine (ODE 988-2D) 
   
Part One: Correcting the Truth 
 
 “Write what you know,” they tell young writers, and your book may be good.  And who 
knows?  Perhaps that album of tweaked girlhood memories you dash off in ten weeks will 
make you rich and famous. That, and the sequel you obligingly provide (in but eight weeks, 
this time) will, when conjoined with the first, become the women’s novel of American fiction: 
translated into over one hundred languages, adapted for the cinema four times, for television 
twice, for the stage five times (astonishing!) and become an opera that’s telecast, recorded, 
and scheduled nineteen times within five years of its premiere. 
 
Well, it happened that way once.  Louisa May Alcott wrote Little Women, her indispensable 
1868 chronicle of growing up female in post-Civil War New England, just as I describe: and 
I blush to admit that I write these lectures in 2002, timed with this summer’s productions of 
my sung version at Glimmerglass Opera, Chautauqua Opera, Opera in the Ozarks, and the 
Cabrillo Music Festival, which constitute the 14th, 15th, 16th, and 17th mountings of this piece 
since its premiere at Houston Grand Opera in 1998. 
 
So: “write what you know.” Is that all Louisa did?   Little Women describes four sisters of a 
family named March growing up together and apart in Concord, Massachusetts.  The eldest 
is Meg: languid, pretty, with the talent of a singer but not the drive.  A year younger is Jo: a 
big, bony, brown tomboy, writer, ringleader of amateur theatricals and all-around maniac.  
(Just don’t ask her to act like a lady.)  Two years younger is Beth, the dormouse: quiet to a 
fault, a pianist and composer just when nobody’s listening.  She’s the first to finish her 
sisters’ chores and to bring food to the hungry family down the road, but she’s never quite 
been the same since that bout of scarlet fever.  Last comes Amy, the youngest by a year, that 
darling of the golden ringlets.  She wants to paint like Raphael!  To fall in love and move to 
Paris!  Meanwhile, she exasperates all with her affectations and her eagle eye for other 
people’s bad manners.  She grows up, of course, but not a moment too soon. 
 
What, in Little Women, do these girls do?  It’s the Civil War: they do the best they can.  
There’s not much money. Wartime privation? Not exactly.  (Apparently the Marches were 
affluent until Papa made certain career choices, which Alcott leaves undescribed in Little 
Women: more on these later.)  In any event: now, they’re poor.  Mrs. March and her 
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brood are down to one servant, Hannah: they keep the creditors at bay by sewing and 
governessing and managing what money Mr. March sends.  (He’s away, ministering to the 
Union Army.)  So, in the book’s Part One, they amuse themselves until Father staggers 
home.  Jo locks herself in the attic with her cats and her apples and stains with happy tears 
the pages of potboiling romances like The Heir of Radclyffe.  Meg, certain she was born to 
better things, smarts over the everyday humiliations of shepherding other people’s children 
and wangles an invitation to a rich friend’s weekend party.  Big mistake—being the poor 
guest only accentuates how little rich she is, and this plagues her until she realizes how little, 
actually, she likes all these perfumed poseurs.  Beth’s desire for a proper piano overmasters 
her paralyzing shyness: she swears to the rich grandfather next door that he’ll barely notice 
she exists if he lets her practice on that gleaming instrument he abandoned in the parlor 
since his own child’s death.  This gesture, and the friendship she then starts with the old 
man, is so blazingly out of character for her that her family couldn’t be more surprised than 
if she had doffed her pinafore to become the next Diamond Lil.  And Amy, determined to 
be the toast of her grade-school set, smuggles contraband pickles into homeroom and 
scrawls cruel cartoons of the schoolmaster on her slate until—horrors!—she’s caught, 
shamed, and has her hand slapped by same schoolmaster for all the other schoolgirls to see.   
 
In other words, no plot, per se:  in Part One, these girls mend, bicker, yearn, learn, give and 
forgive and forget.  Other characters materialize.  Here’s Theodore Lawrence, known as 
Laurie, the grandson of Beth’s benefactor.  Slight, musical, exquisite to a fault, he grows 
from spoiled near-invalid to boisterous adopted brother—and Jo’s partner in crime.  Mr. 
March’s rich aunt, named Josephine but addressed only by the family’s surname, sweeps in 
periodically as the judgmental and overdressed grande dame from hell.  Laurie has a tutor, one 
John Brooke: bookish, shy, shadowed by a secret sorrow, he makes far too many calf-eyes at 
Meg, if you ask Jo.  Above all reigns Mrs. March, trailing clouds of goodness and lavender. 
She ministers to the sick.  She writes wise words of counsel in her girls’ journals.  No 
pushover, this Marmee: she yanks Amy out of school not to shield her from discipline (that 
pickle stunt!) but to administer that discipline herself.  She’s still something of a saint, 
though: trumped in piety only by the most triumphant entrance of the deus ex machina which 
ends Part One.  Christmas Eve: snow: poverty.  Beth’s been ill—again!  On slogs the war.  
But who should enter?  Graying—haggard—he’s been ill as well— still, at last: father!  
Home from the front!  The girls huddle around him.  “So grouped, the curtain falls upon 
Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy.  Whether it rises again,” Louisa writes, shamelessly, “depends upon 
the reception given to the first act of the domestic drama, called  Little Women. 
 
Was Part One written from what Louisa knew?  Certainly the book contained none of the 
tattooed dancers, garments dyed red with blood, mysterious iron rings, and opiate-addicted 
heroines that had perked up her previous fictions.  For Louisa May Alcott was not the 
author’s only nom de plume.  Under the pseudonyms A. M. Barnard (and the perennially useful 
“Anonymous”) she’d cranked out “A Marble Woman,” “V.V.,” and “Behind a Mask” for 
tabloids like The Dollar Monthly and The Flag of Our Union: publications of which the pages 
were as yellow as the fiction was purple.  These pieces didn’t sport the dignity of Hospital 
Sketches, that crypto-journalistic collection of memories of nursing wounded Union soldiers 
which had made her an (okay, modest) literary reputation—under her own name.  But the 
pulp fiction raked in buckets more money.  She needed that money.  And Alcott—as all her 
biographies will tell you— liked “the lurid style.” 
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Still, when one Mr. Niles of Roberts Publishing approached Louisa’s father Bronson with 
the prospect of a domestic novel for girls, he wasn’t interested in “lurid.”  Write what you 
know.  This wasn’t just sermonizing to the artiste: this was hard business sense.  Roberts 
chafed under the yoke of a rival firm, one Lee and Shepherd.  (They were also neighbors. 
Roberts kept Boston offices at 149 Washington Street; Lee and Shepherd kept 143.)  L & S 
broadcast a series of boys’ books by one “Oliver Optic’ that were flying—flying!—off the 
shelves: and one Mary Mapes Dodge had written one Hans Brinker: or, The Silver Skates (and 
what, exactly, did this nice American lady know about Denmark?) that was making the cash 
registers go ka-ching, ka-ching, ka-ching.  Louisa had proven, with her first, critically applauded 
novel, Moods, that she was a bona fide writer.   Hospital Sketches showed that she could sketch 
prose from life.  She’d also recently taken over a kids’ magazine called Merry’s Museum, which 
she’d revamped into a newsstand smash.  What about a novel for and about girls?  She was 
thirty-six now, but she’d been a girl.  She’d grown up with three others.  How hard could it 
be? 
 
Write what you know. 
 
So what did she know?  And how much of it became Little Women?  Might Madeleine B. 
Stern help?  She published, in 1950, Louisa May Alcott: A Biography—still garnering applause, 
in 1995, from Alcott scholars like Barbara Sicherman, as “the classic biography”—and this is 
her first substantial paragraph on that Concord ur-text.  Let’s fill it in with telling 
parentheses: 
  
“The sisters were there, waiting to be animated.  Anna (Alcott’s elder sister) would turn into 
Meg: beautified, of course, for there must be one beauty in the book, and after all Anna’s 
mouth was not so large nor her nose so homely as she claimed.   Her John (Anna’s husband, 
John Pratt) would find a place as John Brooke, for the Pratts had come from Brook Farm.  
For a hero she needed only combine her memories of that very human boy, Alf Whitman 
(an amusing student in a boys’ school in Concord who’d charmed Louisa for a time) and 
those of the gayer whirligig, Ladislaw Wisniewski (a Polish aristocrat she’d met while 
working in Europe) to produce—Laurie, since the one name suggested the other and Alf 
had made his home in Lawrence, Kansas.  By what name would her family be knows?  Surely 
not Alcott, and May was too obvious.  But March would do.” 
 
Wow!  Stern goes on: 
 
“May (Alcott’s youngest sister) transmuted into Amy, again afflicted with a nose not quite 
Grecian enough, struggled in laborious attempts at elegance.  Meg could indeed remember 
better times, and gave a soft touch to every scene she entered.  Louisa would take the role of 
herself as Jo, tall and thin and brown, with odd blunt ways and a hearty understanding of 
boys.  Let her love cats and apples again, and books as exciting as The Heir of Redclyffe.  What 
family would not love Marmee, (Louisa’s mother Abba) whose gray cloak and unfashionable 
bonnet adorned a staunch defender of human rights?  Lizzie must reappear as Beth: glorified 
a little perhaps, her petty failings glossed over, until she became a cricket on the hearth who 
lived for others.  Beth would be Jo’s conscience.” 
 
Was it all really this obvious?  Elizabeth’s nickname now derived not from the second 
syllable of her name, but the last: May renamed—even more baldly—by anagram?  Louisa 
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(known by all as Lou) becomes Josephine: coincidence, merely, that the stand-in’s name, too, 
conveniently contracts into androgynous monosyllable?  Okay, Laurie’s a composite.   But 
Marmee’s a simulacrum of Abba Alcott: the real John Brooke only exchanges surnames with 
his family farm: and even the Marches’ surname is Alcott’s own middle name, moved up in 
the calendar by two months!  Did Louisa May Alcott luck into fictional history only (to 
paraphrase William F. Buckley) by picking her siblings very, very carefully? 
 
Not quite.  Alcott’s family—a loving, ethical, imaginative and idealistic clan—was indeed 
nearly twin to the fictional Marches.  But…she’d tweaked as well as transcribed.  For 
example, Louisa, while nursing, had suffered a devastating bout of typhoid in 1861: she’d 
wakened from delirium to find they’d shaved her head in therapy.  But in Little Women, 
Father, noble sufferer, was awarded the bout of typhoid, while plucky Jo proactively sold 
(rather than surrendered!) her hair to pay for Marmee’s train ticket to visit in hospital the 
ailing Papa.  So far, so minor.  But Dad’s character actually went through major 
characterological surgery before he made it into the opening cast of Little Women.  The 
prototype—Bronson Alcott—was, by all accounts, brilliant: writer, philosopher, freelance 
educator, idealist to a fault, and friend and colleague of the best minds of nineteenth-century 
New England.  Thoreau came to dinner.  Emerson, on weekends, chaperoned the girls.  But 
Bronson was also, as a father, something of a disaster.  Those failed schools!  His 
intermittent refusals to participate in the crasser economies of publishing, therefore 
condemning his wife and daughters to black bread and tense creditors!  That risible 
commune, in which all were to subsist, swathed only in linen tunics, alone on high ideals, 
apples, air, and sunlight!  (Bronson named it Fruitlands: Louisa, in affectionate but pointed 
satire published years later as “The Cost of an Idea,” rechristened it “Apple Slump.”)  
Wouldn’t such a father figure, if truly depicted, skew the tone of a populist children’s fiction?  
Stern thinks that Alcott agreed: 
 
“The poverty of the Alcott family must be glossed over and sentimentalized, to appeal to a 
youthful audience and to allow for the introduction of Hannah, the servant….Father must 
be muffled, for the author realized that he would be atypical in a book on the American 
home.  Father, with his vegetarianism, his fads, and his reforms, must be a shadow on the 
hearth.” 
 
Louisa wanted the book to sell. So Father had to be muted.  Was she wrong to do so?  The 
book sold four thousand copies in three months—an astounding sum in 1868—and Louisa, 
pressed by the Roberts company, set upon a sequel. 
 
Young Women?  Little Women, Act Two?  But all those fan letters from tiny avid readers, 
wondering whom Jo will marry! Wedding Marches should be the title, Louisa wisecracked to 
her Uncle Sam:  
 
“I dont (sic) like sequels & dont think No 2 will be as popular as No. 1, but publishers are 
very perverse & wont let authors have their way so my little women must grow up & be 
married off in a very stupid style.” 
 
Not so stupid as all that: but, as in Part One, Louisa only told the truth until she could think 
of something better.  Sister Anna’s marriage and two children made it intact into Part Two, 
their names changed only to protect the guilty.  Lizzie died of consumption, so Beth did too. 
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And Louisa reshuffled her own and sister May’s fate when continuing the sagas of Amy and 
Jo.  In life, May met an exotic Swiss banker in her boarding house while studying painting in 
London: wedding bells chimed across the Atlantic, while spinster Louisa, racked by migraine, 
scribbled on.  In Good Wives, though (for so the sequel was titled until both parts were 
republished as one volume) Louisa married Amy off to Laurie in picturesque Vevey.  A 
natural choice of locale:  Louisa had once spent a summer there, working as a lady’s 
companion.  She then matched Jo with a seriocomic German variant of Ralph Waldo 
Emerson—whom Louisa had idolized in childhood—stealing only the boarding-house 
neighbor angle from May’s own story.  (A little role reversal, here—the child Louisa had 
actually warbled “Mignon’s Song” from Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister’s Lehrjahre to Emerson, 
whereas Little Women’s Bhaer courted Jo with same.)  As in real life, Jo’s writing brought 
peace and prosperity to the family, and Part Two ends in blessed twilight, grandchildren 
tumbling hither and yon, as Marmee proclaims, 
 
“Oh, my girls, however long you may live, I never can wish you a greater happiness than 
this!” 
 
The book sold thirteen thousand copies in a month. 
 
Why?  As Alcott herself admitted, it was more a collection of short stories than a structured 
novel: Part One covering one year in the life of four girls, and Part Two stretching two 
decades onward. There wasn’t a masked ball in sight: and, as for fine writing, Alcott, in her 
own words, had striven for a “style of no style.”  The record suggests that Louisa made these 
structural decisions out of personal tact and professional shrewdness.  She didn’t want to 
embarrass her family, and she wanted a success.  But Little Women comprised one of those 
circumstances when public pressure and private taste combined to produce something 
artistically distinctive.  Inevitably, the emotional bond among the four girls and their mother 
was pressed into the foreground.  Little Women became a love story unique in American 
writing.  Not an erotic love story. Laurie was just a boy, really, and Jo spurned him in any 
event: John Brooke, Meg’s tutor-suitor, was never more than a cipher; and Bhaer was but a 
lettered clown in love.  Little Women’s title told the truth.  This was a book about how four 
sisters, while growing up, loved, loathed, and lost each other. For, arguably, the first time in 
American fiction, the emotional lives of women were etched in toto: not as pale reflections of 
infatuations with men, not as makeshift way-stations on the road to public glamour, but as 
deep, rich emotional bonds that told us at least as much about how Americans mature as 
anything by Twain, or Crane, or Wharton, or Hawthorne.  In its episodic and discursive way, 
Little Women told a truth no other American novel had divulged. 
 
 But could it sing? 
 
Next week: Script from Manuscript: Acting Little Women 
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 Close-Up: Little Women 
Opera America’s four-part online course on the new American opera and the book that sparked it, written 
by the opera’s composer-librettist MARK ADAMO. 
 
Curriculum 
Little Women (1868) Louisa May Alcott (Penguin) 
Louisa May Alcott: A Biography (1950) by Madeleine B. Stern (Random House) 
Little Women Mark Adamo (1998) CD-complete opera, Ondine (ODE 988-2D) 
 
Video 
Little Women (1934) Dir. George Cukor: With Katharine Hepburn, &c. 
Little Women (1951) Dir. George Cukor: With June Allyson, &c. 
Little Women (1994) Dir. Gillian Lynne.  With Winona Ryder, &c. 
   
Part Two: Script from Manuscript: Acting Little Women 
 
We’ve seen how Little Women, Louisa May Alcott's chronicle of growing up 
female in Civil-War era New England, became a main dish in the 
smorgasbord of American popular fiction, with readers in over 100 languages 
devouring the adventures of Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy for over 100 years. In 
just the past 60, in our own land and tongue, Hollywood has had to film the 
piece once every 20 years or so to slake the recurring appetite. The applause 
that hailed Little Women in its own century echoes in its steadily rising prestige 
at the start of our own.  Writers as diverse as Simone de Beauvoir and Joyce 
Carl Oates claim Alcott as a literary godmother: and witness the newly 
reverent attention paid Alcott by scholars, the kid-glove treatment given even 
her most blatant potboiling novels. (The New York Times even blew the dust 
off and reviewed Alcott's one-time thriller A Long Fatal Love Chase in its 
September 10, 1995 issue of its Review of Books.  

 
Yet, before the premiere of the opera we’re examining, Little Women had 
materialized on the lyric stage only 5 times before; and none of those 
incarnations had survived its own day. (Cervantes' Don Quixote de la Mancha, 
by contrast, spawned 17 versions in this century alone before it at last won 
Broadway immortality of a kind in 1964 as Man of La Mancha.) Each 
treatment—an opera, an operetta, a television play-with-music, and two 
Broadway musicals—strove clearly and sincerely to sing the March sisters' 
story onstage. Yet none, in their own media, neared the accomplishment, or 
the status, accorded the original.  

 
In 1996, when examining Little Women for operatic adaptation, I immersed 
myself not only in the novel, but also in every available version on record. 
(The indefatigable musicologists at the Library of Congress saved me many 
an hour in dusty archives.) At length I believed I'd identified the problems 
that have kept this classic piece from a healthy musical afterlife.   I presented 
my findings to that opera company which had originally planned to introduce 
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the piece.  As it was this thinking that led to the opera we’re examining now, 
I thought I’d share with you what I shared with them, in the following form: 

 
 

• First, I recap the stage history of Little Women: what was written: 
when and by whom, and what stands out in the resulting 
work.  
 

• Second, I recite the screen history, poring over the varying 
treatments of the characters.  
 

• Next, I suggest the common problems, deducing from them the 
greatest pitfalls the book conceals and evaluating how close 
(or far) these pieces have come to vaulting them.  
 

• Lastly, I propose a dramatic solution: a new design of the 
material which, while clearly visible in the original source, had 
never been used before. 

 
 
Stage History: Parlour Songs, Party Shoes  

 
The earliest American score available, and the only one self-described as an 
opera, is Evelyn Everest Freer's 1920 “opera in two acts and four scenes,” 
Scenes from Little Women. This blink-and-it's-over cantata (eighty pages of vocal 
score) chooses four highlights from the story and, yoking them by 
encyclopedic stage directions (e.g., “in the meanwhile, Meg has gotten 
married, four years have passed,” etc.), sets them a-singing. Each scene firmly 
molds often quite disparate events onto a sole musical theme; Scene One 
squeezes the first six months of Part One into a single drawing-room scena 
with an almost Feydeauvian number of slamming doors. The cast is small: 12 
principals, no chorus. Meg and Amy are sopranos; Beth, a mezzo; Mrs. 
March, mezzo-contralto; Jo, a contralto. The music is tonal, moderate, and 
quaint.  No production history exists. But the score was published in 1934 by 
Music Library of Chicago.  

 
Geoffrey O’Hara’s three-act operetta Little Women opened in 1940. A busy, 
gala affair, it gobbled up a half-dozen period songs as well as a score by the 
then-ubiquitous O'Hara and lyricist Frederick Howard. The “dramatic 
treatment” was John Ravold's. This is plush, parlour-song operetta: 
sentiment rules.  The title song finds Marmee exhorting her daughters to "let 
their love-light shine" in three-quarter time. An introduction to the printed 
score locates the piece's pulse in Marmee's all-conquering love for her 
children; thus John Brooke's lied to Mrs. March as uber-Mutter, "You're the 
Sort of Mother.  (Oddly, though, Aunt March summons the finale with the 
somewhat gold-digging encomium, “If You Can Love a Man With Money.”)  
The cannon-smoke of world war curls over the text. As the sisters fret over 
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Mr. March's return, the New Englanders stoutly intone "America, Thou 
Sweetest Land;” Mr. March, returning, heralds his family with "The Home 
Fire in My Heart.” A 1940s audience must have warmed to such anthems. 
The daughters warble in barbershop triads; Amy and Meg are sopranos I and 
II, Beth and Jo the comparable altos. Neighbors materialize to fill out the 
chorus. Marmee is a "medium voice" part—perhaps for a theatre singer.  

 
No complete script survives from Richard Adler's Little Women, a televised 
semi-musical broadcast in the 1950-1951 season.  Adler, the author (with 
Jerry Ross) of the wisecracking Broadway shows Damn Yankees and The 
Pajama Game, gave us the March family as sly but warmhearted New Yorkers 
in bustles. Jo, in her opening number, "Man of the Family," barks at Meg and 
Beth to "fetch her slippers and pipe" and dreams of the freedom of frock 
coats and ties.  Meg, twisting her ankle at the Moffats' ball, collapses onto a 
divan and decries her near-lethal "Party Shoes.” Her wedding spurs a lively 
polka, "Dance? Why Not?"  Period songs, as in the O'Hara, spiced this not-
very-period score. A recording was issued on Columbia.  

 
Two theater musicals, both called Jo, surfaced circa 1960. Edward Raskin's 
and Josephine Grimmett's 1958 version salutes Gershwin's Porgy and Bess, 
assigning Jo in Act II the unintentionally hilarious “My Beth's Gone Now.” 
Was the piece ever staged? Library of Congress's manuscript doesn't say. 
Contrarily, Victoria Crandall's production of Parks' and Dyer's Jo convinced 
Sunbeam Music Corporation to release its vocal selections in 1964. This 
version chose to tell the March sisters' story of love and change in an 
America of long ago in the accents of Vegas-ready salon pop music (e.g. Jo's 
swank lament, “Afraid to Fall in Love.”)  And the Sunday before my Little 
Women opened in March of 1998, The Houston Chronicle ran a Reuters article 
that announced that one of the winners of the Richard Rodgers Award 
(given by the American Academy of Arts and Letters) was a new musical 
based on Little Women, by three authors—none of whom, I noted with 
surprise, were I.  Recently Sutton Foster succeeded as Jo in a 2004 adaptation 
by Allan Knee, Jason Howland, and Mindi Dickstein, of which the first act 
finale, “Astonishing,” is already making the cabaret rounds.  
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Screen History: Stars and Types  
 

Little Women has, technically, been filmed three times. But the 1950 version, 
featuring June Allison's perfect Jo, is a Frankenstein; a forced reanimation, 
line-by-line and often shot-by-shot, of the 1939 version, in which George 
Cukor directed an awkward (I’m sorry, she is) Katharine Hepburn in the 
same role. Gillian Armstrong commanded a new screenplay for her 
sumptuous and historically convincing 1994 release. Black-browed Winona 
Ryder essayed Jo. A Coplandesque main title by Thomas Newman, all 
folksong and fugato trumpets, set the nostalgic but dignified mood.  

 
All three films trace the same narrative arc.  What begins as an ensemble 
piece tightens on Jo, the androgynous, charming misfit of her (not very) 
unconventional family.   Playful, driven, bewitched by a dream of writing yet 
devoted like a bloodhound to her kin, she dominates the earlier part of the 
story by sheer force of persona. Her profile blurs only later, when the 
screenplays strain to make her over as the heroine of a conventional 
romance.  

 
Katharine Hepburn, in 1939, locates Jo's first-act wilfulness in a furrowed 
brow and a loud New England bray: more easily feminine (and more utterly 
wrong) in later reels, she croons to Laurie in silvery closeup that "someday 
you'll thank me" for spurning his hand.  Fierce Winona Ryder struck such 
bright sexual sparks with both her Laurie and her Professor Bhaer that her 
coming-of-age seemed a foregone conclusion in 1994; this Jo was a little 
woman from the opening frame. June Allison had to play in 1950 the same 
script that perhaps had hobbled Hepburn 11 years before. But her square-
shouldered, grinning postures channeled Alcott's heroine. Watch as she races 
Laurie to her front gate, playful but manic too, Atalanta outrunning love 
itself.  Arriving, breathless and awry, at her front gate, she espies John 
Brooke and Meg in a lovers’ clinch—and her face freezes over. Allison's Jo 
hints at a core of truth in Little Women unsounded by 60 years of 
screenwriting.  

  
In the first two versions, Amy (Joan Fontaine in 1939; a heavily painted 
Elizabeth Taylor in 1950) is an aspiring snob-princess whose pretentiousness 
is played for laughs. The latest version double-casts the role (Kirsten Dunst 
made a radiant child-Amy) the better to trace her flowering from an indulged 
and beloved baby to a young lady of daunting elegance, will, and self-control.   

 
Beth in 1939 is a doe-eyed, raven-tressed maiden accompanying herself at 
the piano in an old sweet song, like Cordelia in Ghislanzoni's 1937 opera 
Lear.  She expires content and smiling, ringed by her family, the loyal larks at 
her windowpane singing her to heaven. Her 1950 incarnation is a child rather 
than a girl.  Weakening, dying, she thins to a wraith, hollow-eyed and intense. 
The 1994 version casts Claire Danes as a Beth contrary to type; large and 
ungainly, her shyness the stuff of which suicides are made, this actress, much 
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more than Ryder's sweet, girlish Jo, embodies the buried Sapphic eroticism 
that 20th-century commentators have sought in Alcott's own life.  

 
Meg remains dear Meg, film to film. In 1950, she was a subdued Janet Leigh; 
in 1994, velvet-eyed Trini Alvarado. At her best, she cajoles and protects, 
glancing up from her knitting and to smile and forgive.  At her most tedious, 
she piously parrots bourgeois convention, chiding Jo or Amy on the length 
or color of their skirts or their conversation. 

 
Marmee in both 1939 and 1950 sweeps onscreen with Puritan stiffness of 
spine.  Mrs. March here (as, truly, in much of the book) is less a breathing 
woman than a handy megaphone for authorial homily, a gilded plaster bust 
of Wifely Virtue.  The younger, stronger Susan Sarandon of 1994, in but a 
New York minute of screen time, etches a tough-minded suffragette with a 
heart not of gold, but of muscle: a move that disserves the book somewhat, 
but which makes for a lively and original performance.  

 
Of the supporting characters, Laurie, like Meg, varies little from actor to 
actor. He's an available romantic hero in the first two films, a husky-voiced 
Hamlet the third time out.  Professor Bhaer's clownishness, so crucial in the 
book, is streamlined into rugged soulfulness by Gabriel Byrnes's 1994 
impersonation. John Brooke is a pale sidekick in 1994, a cipher elsewhere, 
whereas Mr. March and Mr. Lawrence are ever Benevolence in carpet 
slippers.  Aunt March, poor dear, is permitted appearance only as a screechy 
termagant in a towering bonnet, advancing the plot by scorn when she can 
(Meg's betrothal), cash when she must (Amy's European tour), and, when all 
else fails, her own well-timed death (Jo's receipt of Plumfield.)  

 
Common Problems: Pilgrims, No Progress  

 
What's the conflict? We’ve already realized that there’s none, overtly, in the 
novel: and none of these performance projects finds a conflict, an agon, that 
both challenges Jo with a worthy antagonist and engages all the sisters past 
the midpoint of the story. Too often we get mere cavalcade of event, 
Highlights from Little Women: all the surefire tear-jerking scenes from the book 
(Meg's wedding, Amy's near-drowning, Jo and Laurie's heartbreaking parting, 
Beth's dying) connected by nothing stronger than simple subsequence.  

 
View these films, read these plays, and observe how quickly the other sisters, 
such attractive figures early on, simply drop from view later in the tale.  Meg 
retorts to Aunt March that she will marry John, so there—and, in a twinkling, 
vanishes from action, reappearing only to deliver the first dewy-eyed March 
grandchildren.  Alcott lovingly oversees Amy as she sheds her girlhood like a 
chrysalis, at last clasping Laurie's hand under the Alpine sun. There's some 
lovely and delicate observation of character in these pages, which Gillian 
Armstrong alone transcribes for film. But other versions abruptly pack Amy 
off to Europe and abandon her there: she returns merely to model her new 
Paris threads in Act III. In all versions, Amy's artistic ambitions shrink to 
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footnotes. In Alcott, Beth flowers.  Remember?  Her heart in her mouth, 
she—shy Beth!—climbs on Mr Lawrence's knee to thank him for her piano. 
Later, in fluent seaside monologue, she reveals to Jo the travail it cost her to 
embrace Death at last with open arms. But note how easily her story 
detaches from any taut timeline. Onstage, Freer bids her farewell in Act I; 
O'Hara, in Act II. What's the difference? What possible formal design is 
there for her to disrupt?  

 
Jo, adrift, suffers most. The cast's most vivid character, she only loses force 
as the story streams by because she has no foe strong or real enough to 
engage her through the evening.  See her in Act I: scribbling madly in the 
attic, spatting with Amy, romping with Laurie, repenting to Marmee. What's 
the conflict? Gillian Armstrong' s film spins a story of a thwarted woman artist. 
Who's doing the thwarting?  Publishers spurn her only at first. Her family 
thrills to her writing.  Prompt and respectful reviews herald her first serious 
novel.  And Jo (an autobiographical stand-in for the author of “A Marble 
Woman,” “Behind A Mask,” and “V.V.,” with its tattooed danseuse heroine) 
stoutly asserts, "I'm mostly in it for the fun and the money." Danielle Steele, 
check your e-mail! It's Jo herself, in this memorable passage, who stares 
down the solitudes of a writer's life:  

 
“A literary spinster, with a pen for a spouse, a family of stories for 
children, and twenty years hence a morsel of fame, perhaps; when, 
like poor Johnson, I'm old, and can't enjoy it; solitary, and can't share 
it, independent, and don't need it.  Well, I needn't be a sour saint nor 
a selfish sinner; and I dare say, old maids are very comfortable once 
they get used to it; but—” and there Jo sighed, as if the prospect was 
not inviting.”  

 
Chapter 43, "Surprises  

 
Is this the story of a woman fighting to define herself against oppressive 
men? Name one in Little Women! Laurie loves her just the way she is.  Her 
father wishes she'd quiet down a bit: otherwise, he trumpets her 
achievements, even as her writing eclipses his own. Refusing to wed a usual 
type, Jo just waits until an unusual type comes along.  This little woman 
meets every man as an equal.  
Is this the story of a free spirit struggling against convention? The Marches themselves are free 
spirits, crypto-Bohemians. They stand on principle. Mrs. March upbraids a tearful Amy for 
that crime of the pickled-limes; but, flouting the norm of hand-slapping punishment, coolly 
removes her daughter from her conventionally brutal school. No consequences ensue. If this 
is the hardest convention fights back, can you build a drama on this struggle? Aunt March 
constantly scolds Mrs. March and her whole family for being too idealistic, improvident—
unconventional! But the joyful March laughter constantly drowns out Auntie's querulous 
caw. Jo takes a husband and, empowered by that convenient inheritance, opens Plumfield as 
a multi-racial Boys Town. Maybe society sniffed. But Jo's family smiled; and Little Women is 
emphatically a family piece. The world at large scarcely intrudes on this world of sisters, 
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parents, and close, close friends; and that small, cozy, welcoming cosmos calls the unusual 
usual.  What's the conflict?  
 
A Dramatic Solution  

 
To find the answer, I suggest we turn to an unlikely duo: Hugo von 
Hoffmanstahl and St. Paul the Apostle.  

 
“...zwischen mir und dir  
da fliesst sie wieder. lautlos. wie eine Sanduhr,  
Oh, Quinquin!  
Manchmal hor' ich sie fliessen--  
unaufhaltsam.  
Manchrnal steh ich auf mitten in der Nacht  
und las die Uhren alle, alle stehn…” 

 
(“...between you and me 
it flows in silence, trickling, like sand in an hourglass.  
Oh, Mignon!  
But sometimes I hear it flowing-  
Ceaselessly.  
Sometimes I arise in the middle of the night  
and take the clocks and stop them every one…”) 

 
Act One, Der Rosenkavalier  

 
“When I was a child, I spoke as a child, I understood as a child,  
I thought as a child; but when I became a man, I put away childish 
things.”  

 
First Letter of Paul to the Corinthians, 13:11 
 

I propose this:  
 

The conflict of Little Women is Jo versus the passage of time.  
 

Realize this about Jo: almost alone among adolescent protagonists in classic 
American fiction (Tom Sawyer, Holden Caulfield, Portnoy), she's happy 
where she is. Adored by her family, she adores them in turn. Not so poor as 
to starve, Jo is just poor enough to see in each small windfall gold to delight a 
Midas.  At will, Jo can bar the garret door against her sisters, don her mad 
cap, play the fevered artist to her heart's content. But afterwards, the grand 
passion spent, she's but a flight of stairs away from the kisses and praise of a 
large, loving, creative and ethical clan.  

 
“(Jo had) the uncomfortable appearance of a girl who was rapidly 
shooting up into a woman, and didn't like it.”  
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Chapter One, “Playing Pilgrims”   
 

Jo knows adulthood will only graduate her from her perfect home. She 
fights her own and her sisters' growth because she knows deep down 
that growing up means growing apart.  

 
This sets Jo apart from her sisters and mother; makes Jo the protagonist of 
the book; gives the title its poignance, its faint sting.  Jo, alone among her 
family, resists the passage of time. Meg doesn't: not at all.  Meg enters the 
book as an ingénue with dreams of nobility and leisure. Dressing herself in 
borrowed finery, she trips through the Moffats' ball spilling champagne. But 
what dazzled her child's eyes soon palls to Meg the woman. Meeting a man 
she comes to love, gracefully, maturely, she “puts away her childish things,” 
and marries him.  

 
Amy's first lust in Little Women is for a box of Faber's drawing pencils.  She 
aims to paint her way to immortality or, failing that, to marry the richest man 
she can a.) find, b.) rule.   Life has other plans. The masterpieces of Rome 
and Florence limn, in pitiless light, Amy's own limitations. Chased by exactly 
the tolerable scion she claimed to want, she refuses him. Don't be distracted 
by the too-tidy denouement Alcott contrives for Amy, a wealthy and loving 
marriage with the dreamboat from next door. This onetime brat grows up to 
stare down the changes maturity brings to her and, like Meg, accept them 
without protest. Two girls become two women. 

 
Beth, too, matures before she dies. Unlike her sisters, she cherished no 
worldly ambition:  

 
“I never made any plans about what I'd do when I grew up; I never 
thought of being married, as you all did. I couldn't seem to imagine 
myself anything but stupid little Beth, trotting about at home, of no 
use anywhere but there…”  

 
Chapter 36, “Beth's Secret”  

 
But she did aim to serve her family all her days; she did plan to see her 
parents to a peaceful grave. Death had other plans. How Beth rails, in her 
quiet way, against her fate! How poignant her child's rage! But when she, too, 
accepts the inevitable, she speaks in a woman's accents:  

 
“Jo, dear, don't hope any more; it won't do any good. We won't be 
miserable, but enjoy being together while we wait. We'll have happy 
times, for I don't suffer much, and I think the tide will go out easily, 
if you help me.”  

 
“Beth's Secret”  
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And Jo?  Jo spends half the book screaming No! Don't change!  “I'd marry Meg 
myself if it could keep her in the family,” she grouses. Jo resents not men but 
women, women who grow up and abandon their sisters, just cast-off 
bridesmaids in a deserted aisle. How could she resent men? Laurie adores 
her; they’re best of pals for years and years. But then Laurie's feelings alter, 
deepen; he wants her as a man wants a woman. No! “Why can't we go on just 
as we are?” Jo implores. Don't change! On stage and screen, happy train music 
and trailing ribbons herald Jo’s abrupt flight to New York; the young eaglet 
taking to her wings. In Alcott, Jo claims breezily that she needs only different 
space, new settings for her stories, fresh air. Don't be fooled. Her own 
mother wasn't:  

 
“Nor I; but your writing?”  
“All the better for the change.  I shall see and hear new things, get 
new ideas…”  
“I have no doubt of it; but are these your only reasons for this 
sudden fancy?”  
Jo looked up and Jo looked down, then said slowly, with sudden 
color in her cheeks, “...Laurie is getting too fond of me.”  

 
Chapter 32, "Tender Troubles”  

 
 

All right, he's changed; she'll leave for a while, and he'll change back!  
 

In this light, scrutinize the events of the latter part of Part One; see how 
clearly they etch a plot from what was merely chronicle. Meg's changed, and 
Jo's failed to stop it; she's had to dance at her wedding. Laurie’s changed, but 
Jo’s got plans; stay in New York long enough, and Laurie will soon change 
back. All will be as it was. Alas, she doesn't count on Professor Bhaer.  No 
ordinary man, this. He's exotic: older, foreign, intellectual.  He introduces her 
to Schiller, contemporary German philosophy, mature male company. She 
shows him her writing; he challenges her more strictly than anyone ever 
before. She begins to look forward to his visits.  Who's changing now? Here's 
where Hollywood telescopes, very effectively, some of the book's events. In 
Alcott, Jo simply returns home, Bhaer lingering in her dreams. In the films, 
bang! Comes the dire telegram; Beth’s taken a turn for the worse. What a 
pivotal point this is! Cinderella hearing the first of the twelve fatal chimes. 
Now Jo’s Don't change! is directed to her mirror. How could she have even for 
a moment dreamed of a life outside home? What kind of a person is she 
turning into? Homeward she dashes.  “Beth, don't die; I won't let you.” What 
is death but the most radical of transformations? But Beth is already gone. 
Even before she dies, she's become another creature.  Of her seaside 
confession, Alcott writes:  

 
“Jo felt that of all the changes in Beth, the talking change was the 
greatest, for it seemed to cost no effort now, and she thought aloud 
in a away quite unlike bashful Beth.”  
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“Beth's Secret”  

 
Dark days. With Beth's death, Jo's failed. She's come home, the home she left 
to preserve.  The house stands. But the home is changed beyond recall.  
Distant Meg, down the road, is nursing two children, building a nest of her 
own. Sweet Beth is a memory, a piano kept dusted, a stack of music 
yellowing on the windowsill. Soon word comes from Italy that Amy and 
Laurie have “reached an understanding.” A weary Jo accepts the news. She 
gave up her new life (and love) to save the old. Now she has nothing. The 
films find little more in this moment than a kerchiefed Katharine Hepburn 
ironing on the front steps. In Alcott, a despairing Jo slogs through the Valley 
of the Shadow:  

 
“Poor Jo! these were dark days to her, for something like despair 
came over her…she fell into the moody, miserable state of mind 
which often comes when strong wills have to yield to the inevitable.”  

 
Chapter 42, "All Alone "  

 
Now comes the climax, the moments in Little Women in which I first began to 
hear opera. Laurie returns home, a glamourous newlywed, Amy in tow.  
Bounding upstairs to the attic, he finds Jo, swathed in black, inert on the 
sofa.  She wakes, and exults; how good to see him! An awkward moment. 
They've spoken but little of their great parting of years ago. She will always 
live in his heart, Laurie begins, but…Jo forgives her beloved Teddy before he 
can utter the words.  Relieved, delighted, to hear her old nickname for him, 
he proposes a joyous return to the happy old times, when they first knew 
each other.  But Jo, for the first time in the show, refuses:  

 
"Teddy, we can never be a boy and girl again--the happy old times 
can't come back, and we mustn't expect it.  We are man and woman 
now, with sober work to do.  We can't be little playmates any longer, 
but we will be brother and sister, to love and help one another all our 
lives, won't we, Laurie?"  

 
Chapter 43, "Surprises "  

 
At last she sees it; and now her last onstage moments have life, not just 
event.  The last acts of previous versions dote on comical Bhaer, as if Little 
Women asked no question more urgent than "Whom will Jo marry?" Please. 
Yes, Fritz appears: yes, Jo accepts him.  But Little Women is not a romance. A 
better treatment of the book's final moments scorns the cheap sentiment of 
kisses in the rain.  Bhaer appears: sure.  But before his entrance can mean a 
damn thing, there is something Jo must do.  

 
Remember the attic: stage-set for so many childhood dreams.  There, as they 
have rested all along, are four chests, one per daughter, brimming with 
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memorabilia. Here are Meg's first fan, her party slippers, the witch's hat from 
the Christmas play. There, one of Beth's pathetic headless dolls, a scrap of a 
kitten's toy. Amy's carnelian ring glints here, there her ancient crinkling 
sketches; for Jo, ink-stained sleeves, pen-nibs, poems begun and forgotten. 
Souvenirs of a girlhood one hoped could go on forever.  Memories of days 
that will never come again.  

 
…but when I became a woman, I put away childish things.   

 
One by one, she closes the chests.  Then, and only then, does the attic door 
yawn wide, flooding the room with light.  Laurie again?  No: Friedrich!  “I 
had a little business in town: is now a good moment?”  he asks.  “Now is all 
there is,” she replies.  What more is there to say?    

 
Curtain.  

 
This is the thinking—historical, analytic, intuitive—that gave me my opera 
on Little Women: an opera in which small domestic events suggested ever 
more clearly a poignant Straussian—Pauline—theme.  Who among us, at the 
pinnacle of a perfect moment, has not prayed for the clock to stop? Who 
among us has not feared, fought, and at last forgiven the passage of time? 
This was the dramatic architecture I thought Little Women needed to achieve 
strength, momentum, and independence as a piece for the lyric stage. Of 
course, identifying this theme solved only one problem.  Stephen Sondheim 
reminds us "Having just the vision’s no solution; everything depends on 
execution. " But the vision had to come first. And this vision, to me, 
reconciled the sprawling calendar of the novel with the metronomic demands 
of stage time; forged strong, ductile drama from the ore of casual narrative; 
and restored to Little Women all of its titular characters.   
 
Now all I needed was words and music.  
 
Next week: Text and Violins: Putting it Together 
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Close-Up: Little Women 
Opera America’s four-part online course on the new American opera and the book that sparked it, written 
by the opera’s composer-librettist MARK ADAMO. 
 
Curriculum 
 
Little Women (1868) Louisa May Alcott (Penguin) 
Louisa May Alcott: A Biography (1950) by Madeleine B. Stern (Random House) 
Little Women Mark Adamo (1998) CD-complete opera, Ondine (ODE 988-2D) 
Respect for Acting Uta Hagen (Wiley & Sons) 
Sondheim and Company Craig Zadan (Harper & Row) 
 
Part Three: Text and Violins: Putting it Together 
 
From last week’s manifesto you’ve doubtless gleaned how evangelically I believed that after 
all that reading and thinking and dreaming, I’d found the core of a Little Women opera I was 
champing at the bit to write.  But let’s face it: impassioned prose does not an opera make.  
How was I to structure the damn thing?  How would it sound, and work, musically?  
Verbally?  What would be the forces?  The scale? The syntax?  The texture?  And how would 
it all be complete for March of 1998?  (The commissioning call had come August of 1996.) 
 
What did I do?  I outlined.  (This is not a euphemism for procrastination.)  Jungian 
therapists play a wonderful game with their clients.  The client bemoans her emotional 
confusion.  “I don’t know how I feel!” The Jungian nods sagely; then responds: “But if you 
did know, what would you say?”  And, lo!  The patient answers.  Which comes first: 
knowing your answer, or learning it by speaking it? 
 
If such truth games were good enough for Jung, they were good enough for me.  I sat down 
with a nine-millimeter pencil, a butter-yellow pad, and a sense of humor. “This opera isn’t 
written, I admitted.  But if it were written, what would it be?  And—given that opera is an 
ever-unstable fusion of music and drama—what would it be like from two opposing 
perspectives?  How would this opera work if I understood it only as actors acting?  And how 
would it play if I experienced it only as sound design?  
 
Textual Chemistry  
 
I tried to make these questions as restrictive—and thus precise, and stimulating to the 
intuition—as possible.  I didn’t want my Little Women opera to be either word- or music-
driven: such language harked back to that tedious seventeenth-century Italian cliché, prima la 
musica, o prima la parole? —which always struck me as the equivalent of asking, “When 
building your house, to whom do you listen first: the landscaper, or the interior designer?”  
What about the structure?  Doesn’t a piece of musical theatre, like a theatre itself, depend on 
its architecture?  If your roof design is unsolid, neither cedar shakes nor gilded wainscoting 
will keep it from leaking when it rains.   
 
So how was I to imagine the opera’s architecture in time?  Its action?  Maybe action was the 
operative noun.  I flipped again through Uta Hagen’s Respect for Acting, an indispensable text 
for acting students from my undergraduate years at NYU.  In it, the actress-pedagogue 
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described her method of approaching a role in strikingly musical terms.  The play’s language 
is not the play’s point.  It’s the performed gestures it calls for—performed through language, 
unthinkable without language, yes, but not identical with it— that tell the story and make the 
drama.  What does this character want?  How is she pursuing it from curtain to curtain?  
And how does what she does tell us who she is? 
 
Hagen first identifies, through careful reading, her character’s overarching goal.  Then she 
breaks down each scene—each line—as an action supporting that goal.  These actions aren’t 
necessarily blatant.  They may not even seem to pertain, much, to her characters’ dialogue: 
can a line like “Sugar’s behind the coffee canister” be terribly useful to a character hell-bent 
on seducing her sister’s husband?  (Well, yes, in fact, if her sister can’t boil water and the 
seductress is trying to portray herself as a domestic goddess.)  But these actions identify the 
core of the character; they order and energize the performance, and make its development 
clear through time.  And they make the conflicts of the drama clear as well.  Important point, 
this:  the overwhelming majority of Western drama, from Aristotle on, avers that conflict 
generates light as well as heat.  Protagonist/antagonist/agon/climax/denouement: this is our 
classic dramatic paradigm. The core of it is agon—conflict.  Without conflict, no drama: 
without action, no conflict.  Hagen’s method was to identify those conflicts and annotate her 
script accordingly, so that as she rehearses her lines and her blocking and her accents and her 
costume plot, she’s also rehearsing this template of intentions that defines her character 
more than does any other aspect.  And what does she call this template?  Her acting score.   
 
Well, thought I, if this how an actress is going to approach playing the role, why can’t I 
approach writing the role—indeed, telling the whole story— the same way?  I already knew 
Jo’s major conflict in Little Women.  But I’d only hunches about the other characters.  And I 
still hadn’t a clue how the opera en toto would play or sound.  Could I cross Hagen with the 
Jungians?  The opera wasn’t written.  But if it were—and I were sitting in the theatre and 
watching it unfold—and I were deaf, so neither words nor music count for a damn; only the 
characters’ body language could tell me what was happening—what would it play like? 
 
I got out my yellow pad, and scrawled “Act One, Scene One.”  (The opera actually now 
begins with the Prologue, but believe you me, Little Women is not a first draft.)  And I made a 
few more arbitrary decisions.  I would describe each action in a sentence that could stretch 
no wider than the width of the page.  (If I couldn’t describe it in one line, I decided, I hadn’t 
identified the core action correctly.)  Each sentence would use an active verb.  (That’s how 
Hagen worked.)  Also, no quotation marks—actual dialogue could wait— and no synonyms 
for the verb to say: not ask, not reply, etc.  I wanted to find the opera first: libretto and score 
would come later. 
 
I cannot overstate how helpful this process was.  It took weeks, and innumerable drafts, in 
between which I nagged every smart person I knew: is this clear?  When I write ABC in 
Scene 5, does it evoke XYZ in Scene 2?  But what I had at the end of it was more than the 
confidence that I had a template for a piece that would hold the stage.  I also had a much 
clearer sense of the musical structure than I ever would have thought possible—and I hadn’t 
yet embarked on what I was thinking of as the music outline, let alone selected the first 
pitch. 
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What I’d underestimated was how much this acting process had in common with certain 
compositional processes.  Aristotle’s dramatic model was Beethoven’s.  The architecture of 
sonata-allegro form, that definitive paradigm of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Western 
composition, is theme/countertheme/development/recapitulation/coda.  Sound familiar?  
And the more I clarified the dramatic process of Little Women, the clearer the musical one 
became.  Before I knew had a pitch or a word of “Perfect as we are” or “Things change, Jo,” 
I knew that Jo would need a major theme announcing her commitment to the emotional 
status quo; that in Meg’s major aria, we’d first hear the dramatic countertheme (or musical 
antagonist) arguing for change: and that Meg’s music, after Jo rejects her, would reappear, 
transfigured, in Laurie’s music at the end of Act One—which Jo would confront with her 
own music as she had not in the comparable scene with Meg. Crypto-Germanic symphonic 
structure or one-act drama of karmic retribution?  Prima la parole o prima la musica?  Who 
cared?  I had my scene.    
 
Playing by Ear 
 
Had I stopped here, I’d only have extended into a full libretto the lyric-writing techniques 
familiar to a Broadway audience from the work of Stephen Sondheim.  Learning first from 
his mentor Oscar Hammerstein II, and then from his three-time collaborator Arthur 
Laurents, the theatre’s indispensable songwriter uses the same language of acting beats to 
describe, in Craig Zadan’s substantial Sondheim and Company, his method of structuring each 
song as a one-act play.  But his was clearly a words-first method—and Little Women was not 
to be—exclusively—a musical play.  I wanted the piece to speak as eloquently of its 
psychological concerns to, say, a non-Anglophone audience listening primarily for musical 
design as to listeners of vernacular American English.  A playwright’s libretto, but a 
symphonist’s score—at the same time.   
 
Out, again, came the yellow pad: but now I knew my design.  So I played another game.  I 
was sitting in the theatre, in which this opera was playing.  Alas, this time I was blind—and 
did not speak English.  So only the interplay of voices and orchestra could give me, in some 
rough outline, the plot of the opera.  How could sound—just sound—give me character and 
story? 
 
How this concentrated my ear, before a single note was written!  And assigning the dramatic 
meaning exclusively to the music pushed me to broaden the score’s range beyond the free 
lyric language of triad and key I’d used in other scores.  Now it wasn’t enough, for example, 
to distinguish the stout, almost stubbornly reiterated F-major of Jo’s “Perfect As We Are” 
with the fluid chromatics of Meg’s “Things Change, Jo,” and to make these themes as 
memorable as I could so an audience could track their development throughout the score.  I 
needed also to distinguish the thematic material from the non-thematic material in as aurally 
unmissable a way I could devise.  Gradually I got the idea of a non-tonal recitative, against 
which the tangle of largely triadic motives would appear in high relief.  Thus the score—just 
the score—could teach an audience, during first hearing, its own design: without depending 
on a word of dialogue.  And what a challenge for a composer to devise, in effect, two scores 
that could merge, or striate, at a moment’s notice!   
 
Other problems pushed me to other solutions.  My drama required certain of Jo’s memories 
to seem as if frozen in time, perfect and untouchable.  What does “perfect and untouchable” 
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sound like?  Perhaps diatonic tone clusters for strings, shimmering in asynchronous bowings, 
which neither develop (as lines can,) nor form a syntax (as harmony can,) but simply “hover” 
as timbral apparitions, serenely, arrythmically “above” the rush and tangle of Jo’s actual life.  
When I’d heard this technique used before, in the surreal soundscapes of Ligeti or 
Penderecki, I’d never thought they could pertain to anyone’s opera on Little Women, let alone 
my own.  But composing before I composed, in this way—imagining first the emotional 
content, and letting it determine the formal possibilities—led me to broaden the range of my 
materials without fearing the whole score would seem arbitrarily eclectic.   
 
True, solving these larger problems only made clearer the more specific musical ones—what 
kind of row, for example, would generate chords chromatic enough to erase any sense of key 
when needed, yet not so removed from triadic harmony that they could lead with seeming 
effortlessness into that texture?  But those were a composer’s problems, not a dramatist’s 
ones—just as finding the intricate internal rhymes in Meg’s aria was the job of a wordsmith, 
not a playwright.  I’d outlined Little Women just by gesture, large and small.  Then I’d clarified 
those gestures in sound.  By the time I finished the first draft of the libretto, large masses of 
the score had crystallized in my head.  Pitches?  Rhythms?  Details.   I had the music.   
  
Next week:  Four Sisters in Two Acts: Analyzing the Score 
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Close-Up: Little Women 
Opera America’s four-part online course on the new American opera and the book that sparked it, written 
by the opera’s composer-librettist MARK ADAMO. 
 
Curriculum 
 
Little Women Mark Adamo (1998) CD-complete opera, Ondine (ODE 988-2D) 
Little Women Mark Adamo (1998) vocal score: G. Schirmer/Hal Leonard, HL50483808 
   
Part Four: Four Sisters in Two Acts: Analyzing the Score 
 
So: enough with process!  I’ve revealed, I hope, as much of the cultural and technical and 
emotional thinking that went into building this piece.  What’s the result?  Herewith, 
something between a synopsis and an X-ray: explaining as much as I can about each scene of 
Little Women both as medium for singing actor and for thinking instrumentalist. All page 
numbers refer to G. Schirmer’s published vocal score: details above. 
 
Prologue: the attic of the March house: Slanting light of a dark afternoon. 
 
The script:  Jo, twenty-one but feeling older, sprawled on an ancient sofa, scribbles an elegiac 
poem until her childhood friend (and would-be lover, once) Laurie appears in the attic 
doorway.  Delighted, but uneasy—Laurie’s just returned from Paris, where he’s married Jo’s 
younger sister, Amy—Jo presses him: he hasn’t just married Amy to remain close to Jo, has 
he?  Worse: in loving Amy, Laurie has fallen quite out of love with Jo: can she forgive him?  
Jo claims relief and good cheer, though a grieving orchestra, oddly, belies her: Laurie, 
oblivious and exultant, proposes a return to their easy rapport of years ago.  Wasn’t their 
relationship “perfect as it was?”  
 
This phrase maddens Jo, and deranges the scene: in scathing self-reproach (“Couldn’t I un-
bake the breads?”) Jo mocks the very idea of trying to stop time from changing the ones she 
loves: and the opera spirals back in time to show us what she means. 
 
The score: An offstage quartet of girlish voices, in simple diatonic lines that build themselves 
into shimmering clusters, weave from one of Alcott’s own poems the static, shimmering 
sisters’ sonority I mentioned earlier.    
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Example 1:  Prologue, p. 1, mm. 3-4 

 
 
Listen for the last vocal phrase—“the happy, happy band,” when Jo’s adult, anguished 
mezzo-soprano voice joins the chorus: it’s the first announcement of what will become the 
principal motive of Jo’s stability music, “Perfect as we are” (see Ex. 21:) 
 
Ex. 2: Prologue, p. 6, mm. 18-19  
 

 
 
A horn solo unfurls the first eleven pitches only (we won’t hear the entire row until the 
opera’s end) of the twelve-tone melody from which much of the recitative will be built 
(albeit not on the same pitch levels: much of the recitative chords derive from the row 
beginning on B, not C# ):  
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Ex. 3: Prologue, p. 6, mm. 23-26: 

 
 
 
Then we hear the first utterance of Laurie’s and Jo’s reunion sonority, a lush but irresolute 
polychord of G and F#  major, around which they circle, warily, throughout the scene.  (This 
will recur at opera’s end, in Ex. 86.)   
 
Ex. 4: Prologue, p. 7, mm. 35-38: 
 

 
 
When they veer off from that sonority, they offer almost all of Little Women’s important 
music as remembered fragments.  (This is the beginning of the opera, but the story’s last 
scene: what we hear as premonition, Jo and Laurie experience as memory.) Jo’s “Actually 
married!  I’m vexed,” will grow, scenes later, into Alma’s and Gideon’s vow duet: compare Ex. 
5 to the melody of “We stand together on this old…” in Ex. 44. 
 
 
Ex. 5: Prologue, p. 8, mm. 44-46 

 
 
 
Laurie uses the first skittery strains of dodecaphonic recitative (examples to follow) to evade 
Jo’s questions: and Laurie’s Amy motive, “She’s loved beyond compare, loved beyond belief” 
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will bloom, in Act Two, as Amy’s and Laurie’s own duet: compare Ex. 6 to Ex. 65 and Ex. 
80.  But this Amy motive is actually a variation of an even more important theme: drop the 
third pitch (“loved”) by an octave, flip and expand the rising seventh into a falling third, and 
you have the principal motive of Meg’s change music, Ex. 38:  
 
Ex. 6: Prologue, p. 11, mm. 73-78 

 
 
 
 
When Laurie reveals that he has, in fact abandoned Jo for a second time—the first by falling 
in love with her, the second by falling in love with someone else—we hear in the orchestra, 
under Jo and Laurie’s nervous rationalizations, Jo’s abandonment music; in which themes we’ll 
later recognize as the change music from Ex. 38 (in the piccolo register) and the stability music 
from Ex. 21 (in the bassoon register) combine, but never reconcile, against a funereal beat in 
the timpani.   
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Ex. 7: Prologue, p.12, mm. 85-88 
 

 
 
Jo’s “Laurie.  Forgive you?” will recur in the opera’s last two scenes, Ex. 83 and Ex. 91: 
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Ex. 8: Prologue, p. 14, mm. 96-99 

 
 
…and the orchestral chaos Laurie incites by innocently quoting to Jo her “Perfect as we are” 
motive--that same stability music, Ex. 21, only here with its last interval flattened…   
 
Ex. 9: Prologue, p. 16, mm. 119-120 
 

 
 
…is, in fact, a simultaneous collage of most of the opera’s principal themes over a 
vertiginously rising string glissando.  Beth’s chorale (Ex. 30) surfaces on high in m. 121, sinks 
low in the bass register in mm. 124-125; the clusters in 121 outline the motive of the change 
music, Ex. 38; and Jo’s stability music (Ex. 21) contracts into the triplets of m.126. 
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Ex. 10: Prologue, pp. 16-17, mm. 121-127 
 

 
 
 
The exception is Jo’s furious cabaletta “Un-bake the breads”—her counter-attack music—which 
is heard here in its full form.  We’ll hear it begin in Meg’s wedding scene (Ex. 51) and 
develop further with Dashwood (Ex. 53) and in Beth’s death scene (Ex. 72), but it achieves 
apotheosis as this fioritura tantrum before Jo makes another choice in the opera’s finale. 
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Ex. 11: Prologue, p.19, mm. 150-154 
 

 
 
Beginning on its second pitch, the horn traces the twelve-tone theme again, a swaying bridge 
between present and past: 
 
Ex. 12: Prologue, piano only, p. 24, mm. 195-198, plus. m. 1 of p. 25 
 

 
 
 
…but its resolution on A-flat goes unheard as Act One, Scene One crashes in. 
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Act One, Scene One: the attic, two years ago  
 
The script: Jo and her three sisters—distracted Meg, ethereal Beth, and peppery Amy—bicker 
and shout as they make a clubhouse of the attic (“Again we meet to celebrate”) and games of 
their household chores.  Inducting Laurie as an honorary member of “The Barristers Club,” 
they launch a game of “Truth or Fabrication” while sorting and folding their laundry.  The 
game reveals that Meg’s lost glove may actually be part of some deeper secret: that Amy’s 
taunting of Laurie may not be unmixed hostility; that Jo’s devotion to her sisters far 
outweighs her ambitions for her own writing or the very thought of a husband; and that 
Beth’s calm good humor hardens into brittleness at the merest suggestion that her health is 
unsound.   
 
Alma, the girls’ mother, summons them to supper.  Laurie, lingering, taunts Jo with the 
knowledge of where Meg’s glove is: his tutor, John Brooke, keeps it as a talisman of his love 
for the older girl, which she may indeed return.  Jo, curiously intense, scoffs at the notion 
that her sister and confidante would “go filling her head with lover-ing rubbish.”  Laurie, 
equally intense, reminds her, “Things change,” before leaving her alone.  Jo, disturbed, starts 
to rewrite her latest fictional melodrama, but can’t shake Laurie’s hint that Meg might soon 
be leaving the family.  As she edits “The Curse of the Coventries,” Jo argues with an absent 
Laurie that, Brooke or no Brooke, she and her sisters remain “Perfect as we are.”  
 
The score: Part of the point of this scene is that the laundry game and the bickering that 
brackets it are all part and parcel of the girls’ affectionate tussling: so both the “Truth or 
Fabrication” ensemble and its surrounding recitative mix a cocktail of tonal and non-tonal 
ingredients.  Jo begins the scene with a brisk line that will recur only once more, at a crucial 
moment in the opera’s finale (Ex. 88)  
 
Ex. 13: I:1, p. 25, mm. 2-3 
 

 
 
More themes, in seedling form, peek through the texture: Beth’s “I am well, Jo, I am,” in Ex. 
14 (see also Ex. 42 and Ex. 45,) presents, for a fleeting moment, the consolation theme of her 
final aria, Ex. 73… 
 
Ex. 14: I:1, p. 26, mm. 8-9 
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…while Meg muses about her lost glove to the same 5/8 pulse and quasi-medieval 
cantilena—the courtship music—with which Brooke soon will woo her.  Compare Meg’s vocal 
line and harmonies here to the parallel triads and harmonies of Ex. 27.  
 
 
Ex. 15: I:1, p. 27, mm.16-20 
 

 
 
The club anthem, of Beth’s composition, squares off into march-tempo the same harmonies as 
those of her chorale setting (and revision) of verses from John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress later 
in Scene Two (see Ex. 30:) 
 
 
Ex. 16: I:1, p. 29, mm. 28-30 
 

 
 
 
The chromatic chatter of “Truth or Fabrication” hardens into the twelve-tone recitative of 
the actual questions:  
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Ex. 17:  I:1, p. 39, mm. 86-87 
 

 
 
 
…and the seemingly-improvised coda of the club anthem melts into those liquid tone-clusters 
of memory—the sisters’ sonority— we first heard in the offstage quartet music of the Prologue 
(see Ex. 1.) Notice that the contour of the “our sorority” melody is actually the motive of 
the stability music, (Ex. 21) “Perfect as we are,” spelled here not in F major but in weightless 
and ambiguous whole tones. 
 
Ex. 18: I:1, p. 56, mm. 184-187 
 

 
 
 
Jo and Laurie, bickering over how much or little likely Meg’s romance with Brooke is, hint at 
the structure of the finale of Scene 3.   Here, bits of the stability music (Ex. 21) and the change 
music (Ex. 38) barely break the surface of their recitative, whereas in that later scene (Ex. 48) 
Jo and Laurie will battle it out with fully-developed versions of both motives.  Compare the 
piano chords here in Ex. 19 with those in mm. 240-242 of Ex. 21, “Perfect as we are;” notice 
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Laurie’s vocal line, which prefigures in all but its final interval the signal five pitches of the 
change music, Meg’s “Things change, Jo” (Ex. 38;) then compare both to Ex. 48.   
 
Ex. 19: I:1: p. 61, mm. 224-226 
 

 
 
When Laurie withdraws, his vocal line a dark rumor of the change music, Ex. 38… 
Ex. 20: I:1, p. 62, mm. 229-230 
 

 
 
 
…Jo, alone, finally develops into a major scena her stability music, which we first heard in Ex. 2 
as a despairing memory—“the happy, happy band”—in the Prologue. Here it burgeons into 
one of the score’s most important two themes, “Perfect as we are”: 
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Ex. 21: I:1: p. 63, mm. 240-248  
 

 
 
Here Jo reveals herself as the female Flaubert of the Concord tabloids: when writing, her 
imagination ranges everywhere in rapid, mercurial twelve-tone scherzo…  
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Ex. 22: I:1, pp. 64-65, mm. 262-268 
 

 
 
…but her stubborn reiterations of F-major affirm her family as a rock of stability, leadiing 
her first to boasting of her family’s permanence… 
 
Ex. 23: I:1, p. 73, mm. 378-381 
 

 
 
… then to a guileless utterance of gratitude at the aria’s conclusion. 
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Ex.  24: I:1, p. 74, mm. 391-392 
 

 
 
 
 Only the bassoon, reiterating the three-note change music motive in mm. 394-395 (see Ex. 
38…) 
 
 
Ex. 25: I:1, p. 74, mm. 394-397 
 

 
 
…doubts how gleefully Jo can laugh away the threat of Brooke as the scene ends. 
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Act One, Scene Two: the path in front of the March house, weeks later 
 
The script: John Brooke walks Meg home in the October twilight.  Meg offers to teach him 
Rigmarole, a storytelling game, while Jo acts out “The Curse of the Coventries” for an 
approving Laurie.  Brooke’s Rigmarole story (“There was a knight, once”) is so clearly 
modeled on his own feelings for Meg that Laurie, overhearing, exults (though he’s less 
amused when Brooke compares him to a colt!)  An appalled Jo bursts in and all but chases 
Brooke off, hounding Meg with protests (“He’s twenty-eight!  He’s got one foot in the 
grave!”) as they retreat into the house. 
 
Inside, an oblivious Beth, at her piano, rewrites her musical setting of verses from Pilgrims’ 
Progress (“She who is down need fear no fall”) while Amy sketches a portrait and Alma and 
her husband Gideon discreetly argue.  Jo marshals the entire family to plead with Meg to 
reject Brooke.  Meg convinces Jo that rejecting Brooke was her plan all along.  No sooner 
has she given her word than Brooke, arriving unannounced, overwhelms Meg with a bluntly 
ardent proposal: (“Marry me!  I love you.”)  Jo, hidden in the parlour, hisses discouragement: 
then Cecilia March, the girls’ arch and glamourous aunt, sweeps in.  Scorning Brooke’s 
profession and suspecting his motives (“He knows you’ve got wealth in the family”) Cecilia 
only hardens Meg’s resolve: to her own surprise, Meg pledges herself to Brooke.  The family 
congratulates the new couple while a devastated Jo withholds her embrace.  
 
Later, desperate, Jo accuses Meg of abandoning her. Meg, appeasing Jo as best she can, can 
reply only “Things change, Jo:” her billowing confession of love for Brooke only wounds Jo 
more deeply.  An implacable Jo withholds forgiveness: Meg, equally implacable, leaves Jo to 
her anger.  Laurie wordless tries to console Jo: she, suspicious, shrugs him off.  Amy shows 
Laurie her finished portrait, about which he says exactly the wrong thing: Jo seeks comfort 
with a sympathetic Beth as October snow begins to fall. 
 
The score: That twelve-tone theme we first heard in the Prologue  (Ex. 3, Ex. 12) reappears, its 
octaves displaced and its timbres sparkling in harp and vibraphone, as a halo of silvery night 
music over a coalescing courtship music, continuing the hints implicit in Meg’s disingenuous 
musings about her glove in Ex. 15. 
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  Ex. 26: I:2, p. 75, mm. 1-3 
 

 
 
At length Brooke’s aria “There was a knight, once—the full statement of that courtship 
theme—materializes in short-breathed syllabic phrases afloat atop an ardent flow of 
fauxbourdon eight-notes in the orchestra.  
 
Ex. 27: I:2, p. 82, mm. 81-87: 
 

 
 
 
Jo foreshortens Brooke’s story with an acid version of her scherzo (compare the harmonies of 
mm. 264-268, Ex. 22) from “Perfect as we are…” 
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Ex. 28: I:2, p. 89, mm. 177-181 
 

 
 
…but fails to interrupt Meg’s and Brooke’s starry-eyed “Good night,”  which, without the 
sparkling fragments of the night music (Ex. 26) will return at a comparable moment to 
enchant Amy and Laurie during their Cambridge idyll (Ex. 65...) 
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Ex. 29: I:2, p. 92, mm. 200-204 
 
 

 
 
As Jo chases Meg into the house, Beth’s chorale setting lays down a sort of ground-bass for 
her family as they, in their separate keys and rhythms, bicker. 
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Ex. 30: I:2: p. 93, mm. 216-221 
 

 
   
Gideon’s first entrance, “The Niles publish entertainment. They do not publish thought…” 
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Ex. 31: I:2, p. 94, mm. 222-226: 
 

 
 
…introduces a tiny art/entertainment motive that surfaces on only four occasions (telling ones, I 
hope: here, Ex. 54, Ex. 58, and Ex. 66) in the entire score---more on these later.  But much 
of this scene is Meg’s: we hear her vacillating between Jo’s stability music (Ex. 21) and 
Brooke’s courtship music (Ex. 27) until at last she comes into her own mind—and theme (Ex. 
38). When Jo confronts Meg with her feelings for Brooke, it isn’t just Meg’s rehearsal of how 
she’ll reject Brooke that convinces Jo: it’s that she does so to Jo’s own “Perfect as we are” 
melody.  Compare Ex. 32 to mm.  243-248 of Ex. 21:  
 
Ex. 32: I:2, p. 104, mm. 293-297: 
 

 
 
But no sooner has she done so than Brooke, bursting into view, reveals (as if we couldn’t 
guess?) the subtext of his aria, at last singing “Marry me!  I love you” to the same orchestral 
eighth-notes that had pulsed behind his aria’s every phrase. (See Ex. 27.) 
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Ex. 33: I:2, p. 107, mm. 318-323 
 

 
 
 
Meg, captivated, repeats the phrase: Jo counters with recitative: Meg still swoons in Brooke’s 
newly-explicit vocalise of Ex. 33 until Jo reminds Meg, with a contraction of Jo’s own stability 
music, (see mm. 240-241 of Ex. 21) of her resolve:  
Ex. 34: I:2, p.108, mm. 333-334 
 

 
 
Back and forth Meg bends, until Aunt March sweeps in.  (All we hear in her music at this 
point is its imperial hauteur, its B-flat tonality glamourously embroidered with sixths and 
ninths and robed in glittering harpsichord timbres—but more will be revealed later.)  
 
Meg and Cecilia argue, in recitative, over Brooke’s merits, until Meg chooses Brooke by 
wrapping herself in his theme as if in a cloak.  Cecilia’s admission of defeat summons forth 
(but only in the orchestra) a minuet music we’ll hear again only when another March sister 
defies her will (see Ex. 81) in Act Two: 
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Ex. 35: I:2, p. 120, mm. 447-449: 
 

 
 
When Meg and Brooke ask Jo’s blessing, which she withholds, Jo’s abandonment music (see Ex. 
7) resumes, this time crowned by a haunted variant of the club anthem (Ex. 16) in separate key 
and tempo… 
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Ex. 36: I:2, p. 123, mm. 476-481 
 

 
 
…and it’s this same abandonment music that supports Jo’s defenseless cries of “Why don’t you 
love me anymore?”  Meg, too startled for anything but candor, blurts out a harsh truth: then 
backpedals… 
 
Ex. 37: I:2, p. 129, mm. 532-536 

 
 
Her tender attempts to explain her change of heart become the first full statement of the 
opera’s second main theme, the change music, here voiced as the aria “Things change, Jo:”  
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Ex. 38: I:2, p. 130, mm. 537-538 
 

 
 
This, in symphonic terms, is the opera’s second, countering theme to the principal stability 
theme of “Perfect as we are,” leading, in its middle section, to a celebration of a love more 
ecstatic than a sister’s for her family: 
 
Ex. 39: I:2, pp. 132-133, mm. 568-572 
 

 
But Jo, enraged because abandoned, rejects Meg’s tender confession with damning 
indictment: 
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Ex 40: I:2, p. 135, mm. 598-602: 
 

 
 
 
Stung, Meg wilfully resorts to Brooke’s courtship theme (Ex. 27) again: it’s the punishing 
antithesis to Ex. 32, in which she made a gift of Jo of her own stability music earlier in the 
scene.  Compare Ex. 41 to Ex. 27. 
 
 
Ex. 41: I:2, p. 135, mm. 603-606 
 

 
 
As the night music (Ex. 26) gathers again over the orchestra, Beth tries to soothe Jo for the 
loss of Meg with another foreshadowing (“I’m not much, I know”) of the consolation music  
(Ex. 73) she’ll use later to comfort Jo as she, Beth, prepares to take her leave: 
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Ex. 42: I:2, pp. 136-137, mm. 612-615 
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And Amy shows her hopelessly inept drawing to Laurie in hasty recitative, the same pitches 
of which will outline her angry accusations of Jo at the end of Act One (Ex. 50) and flower 
into her love music in Act Two (Ex. 79:) 
 
Ex. 43: Act One, Scene, Two, p. 138, mm. 624-628 
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Act One, Scene Three: The March garden, the summer of the following year 
 
The script: While Alma nervously prepares for Meg’s wedding, Amy shows her new sketches 
to an appreciative Cecilia, and Jo, still resentful, glowers throughout, Meg and Brooke decide 
to use as their own wedding vows the ones Alma and Gideon wrote for their own ceremony 
years ago.  As the parents, assisted by Beth, teach them to the young couple (“We stand 
together”), a feverish Laurie accosts Jo and confesses his desire for Jo (“It’s time things 
change, Jo, between us.’)  Jo resists: Amy, eavesdropping, overhears their argument, as the 
couples rehearse in the distance.  Finally furious, Jo spurns Laurie: he, stung and enraged, 
flees.  Amy, bursting into view, accuses Jo of heartlessness before running off to follow 
Laurie.  Jo, regrouping from the second person in her life abandoning her for love, 
strategizes: if she gives Laurie time, and absence, he’ll change back from a new and 
unwelcome lover into the friend she’s always cherished.  Struck by an idea, she retreats to the 
house, as Beth, overwhelmed by heat and weakness, collapses at the piano: Meg’s cries for 
help for Beth go unheeded as the act concludes.   
 
The score: At this point, with all the major motives developed into full themes, the score is 
free to stride in large steps.   Alma and Gideon’s vow duet, to which Jo referred wistfully in 
her Prologue recitative (see Ex. 5) anticipates the family’s busy preparations for Meg’s 
wedding: 
 
Ex. 44: I:3, p. 146, mm. 53-56 
 

 
Only Cecilia still wraps herself in the amused indifference of her minuet music.  Then Beth, 
collapsing from heat, denies the seriousness of her condition to her usual consoling motive 
(compare Ex. 14, Ex. 42, and Ex. 73:) 
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Ex. 45: I:3, p. 145, mm. 46-48 
 

 
 
Now the score unfurls into a broad double ensemble.  Meg and Brooke learn Alma’s and 
Gideon’s marriage music (Ex. 44); that now-doubled vow duet itself paces Jo and Laurie’s 
nervous dance of avoidance of the same topic.   
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Ex. 46: I:3, p. 156, mm. 127-132 
 

 
 
At length, grasping for Brooke’s “Marry me!”(Ex. 33) from the courtship music… 
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Ex. 47: I:3, p. 164, mm.149-154 
 

 
 
…to break through his own shyness, Laurie pleads for Jo’s hand in his own version of the 
change music (Ex. 38:) Jo answers that theme dead-on this time, her stability music (Ex. 21) 
working here not as assertion, but as refusal: 
 
Ex. 48: I:3, pp. 165-166, mm. 165-172: 
 

 
At length, Jo rejects Laurie; he, stung, unconsciously quotes Jo’s own indictment of Meg (Ex. 
41) before he flees: 
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Ex. 49: I-3, p. 178, mm. 264-268  
 

 
 
 
When Amy, too late, rushes to Laurie’s defense, her recitative from the last scene (Ex. 43) 
expands further into what will become the rhythms of her love music (Ex. 79:) her tart, angry 
harmonies, though, underline how tantalizingly out of reach that love remains: 
 
Ex. 50: I:3, pp. 179-180, mm 272-276 

 
 
Jo, realizing that her stability music has failed—it’s neither pre-empted Meg (Ex. 21) nor 
persuaded Laurie (Ex. 48)—realizes she needs another strategy: with “Jo: let him go,” she 
concocts the motive of the counter-attack music we heard at full strength as her Prologue 
cabaletta, (Ex. 11) “Couldn’t I un-bake the breads?”  (Remember, in the world of the opera 
this scene takes place before the Prologue.) 
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Ex. 51: I:3, p. 182, mm. 284-289 
 

 
  
An unstable voicing of the tonic chord of that counter-attack music punctuates, sforzando, the 
end of Act One. 
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Act Two, Scene One: The publishing offices of The Daily Volcano, a fiction tabloid 
based in New York City.  One year later. 
 
The script: One Mr. Dashwood, the wry publisher of this New York sensation sheet, grills Jo 
as to why she’s come to town.  She tells her story, and demands to know if he’ll buy “The 
Curse of the Coventries.”  Unmoved, he offers her twenty-five dollars for an edited version: 
Jo, tough as ever, insists on “Thirty dollars, and two free copies; I have sisters at home.” 
 
Triumphant, Jo returns in triumph to her boarding house and writes to her family, which, 
while loving as ever, is under severe stress (Letter Scene). Meg and Brooke are struggling 
with sleeplessness and short temper as the parents of twins; Laurie has abandoned Concord 
for Oxford; Amy is studying art in Europe under the sponsorship of Cecilia, and Beth’s 
continued denial of her failing health convinces no one but herself.  Even Jo finds herself 
distracted by the offer of light supper and the opera by a new acquaintance at her boarding 
house, Friedrich Bhaer, as the scene ends. 
 
The score: The scherzo music from “Perfect as we are” tells us what story Jo’s trying to sell 
before she herself needs to: compare to Ex. 22. 
 
Ex. 52:  II:1, p. 184, mm. 1-7 
 

 
 
Jo’s response to Dashwood’s “Tell me direct, Miss March” finds her resorting to her counter-
attack music: (Ex. 11, Ex. 51, and later, Ex. 72;) her “trying out the city” is as doomed a 
strategy as trying to “un-bake bread” would be, but neither she nor we know that yet: 
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Ex. 53:  II:1, p. 188, mm. 39-40 
 

 
 
Dashwood’s unconsciously quotes Gideon’s lordly art/entertainment motive (Ex. 31,) but 
inadvertently reverses its meaning: whereas Gideon, in Scene Two, scorned cheap 
entertainment, Dashwood, to the same music, scorns anything but: 
 
Ex. 54: II:1, p. 189, mm. 55-57 
 

 
 
 …prompting from Jo a delighted “I knew I liked you.” In the Letter Ensemble, Amy’s love 
music (Ex. 79) inflects the flute filigree before her entrance: 
 
Ex. 55: II:1. p. 198, mm. 144-147  

 
 
 …comparably, so does Bhaer’s Kennst du das Land? music before Meg’s.  When Jo mentions 
Bhaer, does she realize she’s describing him to Act One’s courtship music, freed of its 5/8 
meter?   
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Ex. 56: II:1, p. 202, Jo and piano, mm. 206-211  
 

 
 
 
And does the family recognize that the somewhat harried motto of their ensemble, “Write 
soon—write soon—love” is but the stability music (Ex. 21) motive… 
 
Ex. 57: II:1, p. 194, mm.103-104 
 

 
 
…its heretofore seamless line breaking up somewhat under pressure? 
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Act Two, Scene Two: Jo’s boarding house, late that night, after the opera; the March 
parlor, at midnight; a sunny lane on the campus of Oxford, mid-afternoon 
 
The script: Jo and Bhaer trade histories and spiritedly argue points of taste while, in Oxford, 
Amy delicately sounds out Laurie on how much or little he still feels for Jo.  Meanwhile, a 
haunted Beth, doggedly composing at midnight, at last acknowledges the defeat that awaits 
her and, wordlessly, rages and mourns in ever-more-dissonant strokes at the piano.  Jo, 
playfully chiding Bhaer for the same aesthetic stiffness she thinks she sees in her father, 
challenges him to recommend a worthier art than the melodrama she unashamedly enjoys.  
Bhaer responds by reciting, in the original German, a poem of Goethe’s (“Kennst du das 
land.”)  Jo, impressed by his grandeur but not his unintelligibility, requests a translation.  
Bhaer’s English rendering (“Do you know the land?”) is, as Brooke’s Rigmarole was, a 
confession of love under a mask of storytelling.  Jo, moved despite herself, is distracted by a 
desperate telegram from Alma: Beth has taken a turn for the worse.  Rejecting Friedrich’s 
support, Jo flees back to Concord. 
 
The score:  Musically, this scene divides into two variations—one sunlit, one moonlit—on the 
same twilight tableau of courtship that opened Act One, Scene Two, interrupted only by 
Beth’s cadenzas of madness in Concord.  As the night music (see Ex. 26) shimmers into 
audibility, Bhaer, with his first utterance, quotes—alas, in her father’s dismissive manner—
Gideon’s art/entertainment motive (see Ex. 31 and Ex. 54:)  
 
Ex. 58: II:2, p. 211, mm. 7-9  
 

 
 
Jo’s response, “You’d love my father, Professor” is as barely patient as her wry “Dear Pa!” 
was in Act One.  In the orchestra, the first cadential phrase of Kennst du das Land steals in 
beneath the New York dialogue… 
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Ex. 59: II:2, p. 212, mm 10-13  
 

 
 
…before the music pivots to Amy, who’s carefully adopted the 5/8 meter of the courtship 
music (Ex. 27) for her seemingly casual chats with Laurie.  Hear how, in the upper register, 
the melody of her love music (“It’s happened: at last it’s happened,” Ex. 55 and Ex. 79) yearns 
to materialize: 
 
Ex. 60: II:2, p. 214, mm. 29-37 
 

 
 
In Concord, can Beth not complete her chorale (Ex. 30) of acceptance because she’s not yet 
accepted her impending death?  
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Ex. 61: II:2, p. 217, mm. 54-58 
 
 

 
 
In New York, Bhaer quizzes Jo in recitative: the motive of the stability music from Ex. 21 (to 
the line “We were such devoted friends”) swings us back to the Oxford courtship: 
 
Ex. 62: II:2, p. 220, mm. 79-81 
 

 
 
Beth tries one last time to live up to the noble acceptance of her chorale (Ex. 30, Ex. 61) 
before giving up in polychordal Ex. 63: II:2, p. 226, mm. 119-124 
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When Laurie tentatively proffers the first phrase of the change music (Ex. 38) to Amy, she, 
unlike Jo, enthusiastically completes it: 
 
Ex. 64: II:2, p. 225, mm. 114-115 
 

 
 
 
They bid each other “Good day” with the same starry-eyed long notes (Ex. 65) with which 
Meg and Brooke bade farewell to each other in Act One (Ex. 29;) beneath them, the 
orchestra remembers its support of Laurie’s Amy theme from the Prologue (Ex. 6) until the 
night music (Ex. 26) brings us back to New York:  
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Ex. 65:  II:2, pp. 230-231, mm. 149-155 
 

 
 
Back in New York, Bhaer nudges Jo until at last she tells the truth about her artistic 
ambitions: the brittle art/entertainment motive (Ex. 31, Ex. 54, Ex. 58) opens into a brief, tender 
phrase, as Jo admits that she “would like to do something truly grand before I die:” 
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Ex. 66: II:2, p. 231, mm. 156-160 
 

 
 
But what would that be?  Bhaer’s response, a recitation of Goethe’s Kennst du das Land, 
remains mere reading in its pure German enunciation and chaste string orchestration:  
 
Ex. 67: II:2, p. 234, mm. 172-175 
 

 
 
It’s only in its second, English rendition, rich with winds and horns, that Bhaer reveals his 
true feelings.  Jo is so struck that, for the first time, she quotes the change music (Ex. 38) in 
delight rather than scorn (“…since I left home.”)… 
 
Ex. 68: II:2, p. 240, mm. 259-261 
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 …but that motive immediately plunges into the bass register, tolling in clangorous half-
notes as Alma chatters her bulletin of Beth’s illness and the orchestra metastasizes into 
dissonant finale: 
  
Ex. 69: II:2, p. 243, mm. 276-278 
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Act Two, Scene Three: Beth’s bedroom, three sleepless nights later   
 
The script: A translucent Beth dozes in a throne of pillows as her family keeps vigil.  A 
dishevelled Jo bursts in: Beth bids her family leave the two of them alone.  Frantic, Jo 
plumps pillows and prattles about a possible restorative trip to the seaside before Beth, with 
a hint of her old force, silences her.  She urges Jo to accept her impending death, as she, 
Beth, has had to: Jo, beaten, agrees. “Mother and father: you’re all they’ve got now.  Promise 
me you’ll take care of them,” Beth insists: Jo accedes.  Relieved, spent, Beth drowses; Jo 
drowses beside her.  When Jo awakes, Beth has died.   
 
The score:  Clearly Beth has gone past the rage of her previous cadenzas, because only the 
serenest arpeggi of what will become her aria of consolation (Ex. 73) hover above her dialogue 
with Jo: 
 
Ex. 70: II:3, p. 244, mm. 3-5 
 

 
 
But when she tries to hint to Jo, with the change music, (Ex. 38) that she, Beth, has given up 
believing she’ll recover… 
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Ex. 71: II:3, p. 246, mm. 24-30 
 

 
 
…Jo responds only with the harmonies, rhythms, and feverish fioritura vocalism of her 
counterattack music, (Ex. 11, Ex. 51, Ex. 53) here materializing as feverish planning for a 
seaside convalescence Beth knows she won’t make: 
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Ex. 72: II:3, p. 248, mm. 41-45 
 
 

 
 
 
Only Beth’s repeated screams of Jo’s name, impaled on the sharpest chords of the 
dodecaphonic recitative, command Jo’s attention: when, at last, Jo is ready to listen, Beth 
bids Jo accept her pending death in the aria, “Have peace, Jo,” in which her consolation music is 
at last given full breath: 
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Ex. 73: II:3, p. 250, mm. 54-58 
 

 
…yielding, at the aria’s center, to the score’s most ecstatic voicing yet—Jo hears it coming, 
but cannot stave it off—of the middle section (Ex. 39) of the change music: 
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Ex. 74: II:3, p. 252, mm. 74-78 
 

 
 
When Jo desperately quotes Beth’s own promise (Ex. 42) to “stand by me all the days of my 
life,” the main theme of the change music (Ex. 38) steals in again to breathe Beth’s response:   
 
Ex. 75: II:3, p. 254, mm. 96-100 
 

 
 
Only now, as Beth embraces her destiny, can voices and orchestra complete her chorale (Ex. 
30, Ex 61, Ex. 63:) 
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Ex. 76: II:3, pp. 259-260, mm. 132-135 

 
 
A devastated Jo can hear only of her stability music (Ex. 21) voiced in the whole tones and 
vanished perfection of the sisters’ sonority (Ex. 18) as the scene ends: 
 
 
Ex. 77: II:3, p. 260, mm. 138-140 
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Act Two, Scene Four: The path in front of the March house, the following spring 
 
The script: Jo, a wraith in a dark dress, sweeps the front steps while Cecilia baits her with 
Amy’s latest letter, which relates that she is now, at last, “loved beyond compare, loved, 
loved beyond belief” by Laurie.  A weary Jo accepts the news, and, pressed by Cecilia, admits 
that Friedrich Bhaer seems to have abandoned her as well: no letters from him have arrived.  
Strangely satisfied, Cecilia announces to Jo that she’s revised her will to leave Plumfield, her 
orchard estate, to Jo: her death will render Jo independent for the rest of her life.  Stunned, if 
grateful, Jo asks why: and Cecilia urges Jo to use her pending wealth and power, as she, 
Cecilia, has done, to isolate herself from the pain that loving others (like Meg, Laurie, Beth) 
is bound to inflict (“You, alone.”)  Jo appalled, rejects the stunned Cecilia and flees to the 
attic. 
 
The score: Dashes of Cecilia’s minuet music (Ex. 35) interrupt the cortege of Jo’s abandonment 
theme (Ex. 7, Ex. 36) as the aunt languidly aggravates her niece:  
 
Ex. 78: II:4, pp. 262-263, Cecilia and piano, mm. 9-14 
 

 
 
When Jo reads Amy’s letter, Amy’s love music, inchoate only in Ex. 43, Ex. 50, Ex. 55, and Ex. 
60, blooms at last:  
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Ex. 79: II:4, pp. 265-266, mm. 27-31 
 

 
 …incorporating both Laurie’s Amy theme (Ex. 6, Ex. 65)…  
 
Ex. 80: II:4, p. 266, mm. 35-40 
 

 
 
and a central section of the parents’ duet (not shown) before evanescing.  When Jo seems 
unmoved, Cecilia’s music finds its stride in its characteristic brittle 9/8 meter: when she 
announces to Jo that she’s revised her will, and Jo wonders why, the full statement of 
Cecilia’s minuet music, only alluded to in Ex. 35 and Ex. 78, materializes in all its steely 
glamour: 
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Ex. 81: II:4, p. 274, mm. 91-97 
  

 
Jo is almost taken in by the seductive cadences of “You, alone” until she recognizes that 
Cecilia’s melody, at least in its strongly-stressed pitches (i.e., those under the syllables “You,” 
“-lone,” man-“, “stone,” and “Gate-” in Ex. 81) outlines the melody of “Perfect as we are:’ 
that Cecilia’s minuet music is nothing more than her own stability music (Ex. 21,) distorted by 
bitter disappointment into emotional coldness and hard materialism: 
 
Ex. 82: II:4, p. 282, mm. 169-171 
 

 
 
Horrified at this aural vision of where her desire for changelessness can lead, Jo, over 
spinning woodwinds, finds and utters a theme we haven’t heard since “Laurie.  Forgive 
you?” in the Prologue (Ex. 8:)  
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Ex. 83: II:4, p. 283, mm. 176-179 
 

 
With this music, she denies Cecilia and escapes the scene. 
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 Act Two, Scene 5: The attic 
 
The script: “What endures?” Jo asks no one, flinging herself on the sofa: we realize we are 
back in the very moments in which the opera began.  Laurie, as before, enters the attic, 
apologizing to Jo and suggesting, innocently, that they two go back to the “perfect way it 
was;” but this time, Jo demurs.  “The happy old times can’t come back, and we mustn’t 
expect it,” she tells him.  Relieved, admiring, Laurie leaves her in peace.  Overwhelmed by 
feeling, Jo calls on her memories of the sisters of her girlhood and, ghostlike, they 
materialize.  In forgiveness and gratitude, she celebrates what they were and releases them to 
what they are now: they join in harmony a final time before disappearing forever.   
 
Unexpectedly, the attic door opens a third time: it’s not Laurie, but Friedrich, in town by 
chance and eager to see her.  “Is now the good moment?” he asks.  “Now is all there is,” Jo 
realizes: she extends her hand to him as the curtain falls. 
 
The score: Both the final section of the stability music (Ex. 23) and the main theme of the change 
music (Ex. 38) return a final, agitated time, as Jo realizes that she can neither go forward nor 
back—what has she not yet learned? 
 
Ex. 84: II:5, p. 286, mm. 1-13  
 

 
 
Then, the sisters’ sonority (Ex. 18, Ex. 77,) ending the “flashback,” brings us back to the 
opera’s first moments (Ex. 1:) 
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 Ex. 85: II:5, p. 287, mm 21-22 
 

 
 
…heralds a slightly compressed recapitulation of the Prologue, replete with the reunion 
sonority (compare Ex. 4:)   
 
Ex. 86: II:5, pp. 290-291, mm. 29-30 
 

 
 
 But… there’s a difference.  When Laurie accidentally quotes “Perfect as we are” to Jo again, 
as he did in Ex. 9:  
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Ex. 87: II:5, p. 293, mm. 58-59 
 

 
 
 …she does not lapse into her furious counterattack cabaletta, “Couldn’t I un-bake the breads” 
(Ex. 11)—that was, after all, just a fantasy of what she might have said, her thoughts rather 
than her words.  No: in plain, unpitched prose, she explains to Laurie what she’s only just 
learning now: that one can neither resist nor resent the passage of time.  Laurie leaves her: 
but Jo is not yet complete.  Summoning the phantoms of her sisters with that annunciatory 
fragment that launched Scene One (Ex. 13…)  
 
Ex. 88: II:5, p. 297, mm. 101 
 

 
 

…Jo listens, enchanted, as they sing a memory of the club anthem (Ex. 16) while the twelve-
tone theme, returning for the first time since the Prologue (Ex.  3, Ex. 12—that swaying 
bridge between present and past, stretches beneath it: 
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Ex. 89: II:5, all staves, p. 297, mm. 102-107 
 

 
  
Still lured as Orpheus by the seductions of the past, Jo nonetheless accepts the wisdom of 
the change music, taking on Meg’s unguarded assertion of impermanence (Ex. 37) as her own.  
 
Ex. 90: II:5, p. 298, mm. 114-118  
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But this is still not enough for her: and now we recognize the final quartet she leads (“Let 
me look at you”) as the flowering of a forgiveness music that she first musters in her Cecilia 
scene (Ex. 83) and earlier in this scene—the same scene as the Prologue (Ex. 8:) 
 
 
Ex. 91: II:5, p. 299, mm. 120-123 
 

 
 
The chords under the “Truth or Fabrication?” questions (compare to Ex. 17) return as Jo 
releases her sisters to their futures… 
  
Ex. 92: II:5, p. 304, mm. 194-196 
 

 
 
 
…and, one last time, all four  join voices in the sisters’ sonority (Ex. 1, Ex. 18, Ex. 77)… 
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Ex. 93: II:5, p. 309, mm. 237-240 
 

 
 …before the ghosts disappear forever.   
 
Now the twelve-note theme returns.  First positioned over a C#  pedal, it has never audibly 
reached its last pitch (G# ;) here, both line and pedal point at last resolve into F#  major, as 
Jo learns gratitude not for stasis now, (Ex. 24) but for growth.  
 
Ex. 94, Jo and piano, p. 310, mm. 242-247 
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A dislocated memory, in highest violins, of Kennst du das Land heralds Bhaer’s final entrance: 
 
Ex. 95: II:5, p. 310, mm. 247-250 
 

 
 
 His last question to her cues what will become Jo’s new theme.  “Now is all there is,” she 
replies—a melody of almost the same shape as the stability music,  “Perfect as we are,” (Ex. 
21) but with its last pitch breaking free of the old theme’s enclosed seventh, reaching higher 
for change and possibility: 
 
Ex. 96: II:5, p. 311, m. 255 
 

 
 
 
The strings echo this new motive, stretch it higher still: and the orchestra hints that Jo’s 
possibilities will include Bhaer (note the first cadence of Kennst du das land in mm. 257-258…  
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Ex. 97: II:5, p. 311, mm. 256-258 
 

 
 
…as the score… 
 
(and this course…) 
 
 concludes. 
 

 
# # #  
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